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Attenuation of Seismic Energy in the Upper Mantle1 
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Seismological Laboratory 
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Abstract. The amplitude attenuation and phase dispersion for Love and Rayleigh waves in 
the period range 50 to 300 sec is determined from two earthquakes by digital techniques. 
A distribution of Q, or anelasticity, is determined for the upper mantle which satisfies the 
amplitude decay data for Love and Rayleigh waves and which is consistent with available 
body wave data. An argument is made for a longitudinal wave Q of about 2.4 to 2.6 times the 
Q for shear waves. This implies that very small losses are im·olved in pure compre~sion com
pared to the losses in shear. This is an argument against the importance of certain mechanisms, 
such as thermoelastic losses, in the mantle. The Q for shear waves in the upper 400 km of the 
mantle seems to vary from about 50 to about 150. The Q for mantle Rayleigh waves is 
greater than the Q for mantle Love waves, both theoretically and experimentally. HoweYer, 
it is predicted that QR becomes less than QL at some period shorter than 50 sec, the crossover 
period being diagnostic of the thickness of the 'Q crust' or lithosphere. 

Introduction. In most discussions of the 
properties of the earth's interior the ela:::tic 
properties determined by :::eismological tech
niques a.re used directly or indirectly. The veloc
ity of transport of seismic energy has been the 
principal mea:::ured parameter in theories re
lated to the density distribution, thermal prop
erties, composition, and phase of the earth's in
terior. A complete description of the energ~· 

transport phenomenon i1wolves the rate of en
ergy dissipation as well as the velocit.v of 
propagation. In modem theoretical and experi
mental work on the physics of solids both 
parameters are important. In general, the rafo 
of energy dissipation, or anelasticity, is a more 
sent:itive indicator of changes in crystalline 
structure due to temperature and phase change 
than the elasticity is. It is also a more pertinent 
quantity for many geologic problems. rnfortu~ 
nat.ely, accurate amplitude information is more 
difficult to obtain and interpret tlwn travel-time 
data. Instrnmental effects, local geolog~-, mode 
conwrsion, scattering, and source chnracteri:0tict: 
have tended to obscure the amplitude variation;; 
due to true energy dissipation. 

1 Contribution 1292, Division of Geological Sci
ences, California, In~titutP of Technolog~', Pasa
dena. 

~ N' ow at r nit Pd Earth St'if'IWP~, Al('Xnndria, 
Virginia. 

Amplitudes of body waves are particularly 
difficult to interpret because of mode conversion 
at interfaces, scattering, and complicated spread
ing los:::es. 

A technique has recently been developed for 
the interpretation of frequency-dependent am
plitude decay data for surface waves in terms of 
anelasticity versus depth [Anderson and Ar
chambeau, 1964]. The advantages of the surface 
wave method for studying attenuation nre: 

1. The long-period waves suffer less degrada
tion due to inhomogeneities, i.e. Hayleigh-type 
scattering. 

2. A giwn bundle of energy can he sampled 
at several points along its own ray, i.e. the sur
face of the earth. 

3. The geometric spreading foetor e:m be 
calculated more nccuratel)-. 

4. Velocity reversals and region;;: of the 
mantle where body vrnYes suffer anomalous re
fraction such as first- or second-order velocity 
discontinuities offer no particular difficulty. 

5. Sncce~siYe passages of longer-period sur
face waves from large earthquakes past a given 
im;trument can be a1rnl~·zed, removing com
pletely the effects of source asymmetry, instru
mental effects, local geology, and geometric 
spreading. 

6. A single seismogram contains sufficient in
formation for a fairly detailed interpretation of 
structures. 
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We Fourier analyzed strain records of the 
Chile earthquake of May 22, 1960, and pendu
lum records of the Iran shock of September 1, 
1962, to determine the phase and group veloci
ties and the rate of decay of Love and Rayleigh 
wave energy in the spectral band of 50 to 300 
sec. These data are nsed to determine the attenu
ation in the upper mantle. 

Data analysis. For periods between 150 and 
333 sec we utilized the waves R,, R., G,, and G, 
from the Chile earthquake recorded at Pasadena 
on the Benioff ~S strain seismogmph. All data 
were digitized at 3- or 4-sec spacings, digitally 
filtered and Fourier :rnalyzed by conventional 
techniques [see A.lewndcr, 1963: Toksoz and 
Ben-J1 en ahem, 1963]. Phase velocities c \Vere 
computed from the pairs R, - R, and G, - G,, 
and group velocities U were obtained from these 
data by first-order differences. The absorption 
coefficients J:'k were computed from the spectral 
amplitude ratios of these pairs. The quantity Q 
was computed from 

trains R 1 and G1 were digitized at :2-sec intervals 
and anal~·zed as above. The resulting velocity 
and attenuation data are appropriate for a pri
m::nily oceanic path. Tables 1 and 2 give the 
resulting propagation parameters. The shorter
period data are less certain than the longer
period data because of the correction:;: necessary 
for station orientation and spreading, rmd the 
slight departure from a true great-cirele path 
which \Vas ignored. ~ate that QR is about 13% 
greater than Q1, at 50 sec and increases to about 
30% greater at 200 sec. At 300 sec QR is almost 
70% greater than QL. 

Theory of attenuation. The phase amplitude 
changes of a propagating body wnYe can be 
represented by a complex w:t\'e nnmher or 
propagation constant, 

k = k + ik* (2) 

or a complex velocity 

a = a - ia* = w/k" (3) 

Q 7r/k* UT (1) for compressional waves of period ,,, and 

For periods between 50 and 1:25 sec we nsed 
data from the Toledo and Trinidad stations of 
the World Wide Ket work of Standardized Seis
mog:ra11hs stations for the Iran shock. The wave 

~ = (3 - i(3* = w/kil (4) 

for shear waves. The real parts of (3) and (4) 
are the intrinsic body velocities .. .\ convenient 

TABLE 1. Propagation Parameters, Chile-Pasadena Great Circle 
~~-------·-· -~----

Tiayleigh Waves Love Waves 
-----------~--·---

f, './', 27rk- 1, f'R, UR, k* 
' ' 27r1c-1, l'L, UL, k* '' mc/s sec km km/sec km/>ec km- 1 Ou km km/~ec km/sec km- 1 (h CJR/QL 

3.0 333.3 1894 5 . .548 3.95 0.9 x 10-5 265 1769 5.307 4.44 1.6 x 10-5 135 1.96 
~).2 312.5 1682 5.383 3.80 1.1 240 1638 5.243 4.42 1.7 135 1.78 
3.4 294.l 1545 5.251 3.70 1.3 222 1525 5.185 4.40 1.8 135 1.64 
3.6 277.8 1426 5.132 3.61 1.4 223 1426 5.134 4.39 1.9 132 1.69 
3.8 263.2 1319 5.012 3.57 1.6 209 1339 5.088 4.38 2.1 130 1.61 
4.0 250.0 1229 4.917 3.56 1.8 196 1262 5.046 4.36 2.2 131 1.50 
4.2 238.1 1149 4.824 3.56 1.9 195 1192 5.008 4.33 2.3 132 1.48 
4.4 227.3 1081 4.754 3.53 2.1 186 1130 4.972 4.33 2.4 133 1.40 
4.6 217.4 1016 4.674 3.55 2.2 184 1074 4.940 4.32 2.5 131 1.41 
4.8 208.3 962 4.616 3.55 2.4 177 1023 4.911 4.32 2.6 131 1.35 
5.0 200.0 914 4.569 3.56 2.5 176 977 4.885 4.34 2.7 131 1.34 
5.2 192.3 869 4.517 3.58 2.7 169 935 4.861 4.34 2.9 131 1.29 
5.4 185.2 828 4.469 3.59 2.8 169 896 4.840 4.36 3.0 130 1.30 
5.6 178.6 792 4.436 3.61 2.9 168 861 4.821 4.36 3.1 130 1.29 
5.8 172.4 760 4.407 3.63 3.0 167 828 4.805 4.37 3 ') 

.~ 130 1.29 
6.0 166.7 729 4.374 3.65 3.1 166 798 4.790 4.37 3.3 130 1.28 
6.2 161.3 701 4.348 3.67 3.2 166 770 4.776 4.38 " " a.U 127 1.31 
6.4 156.2 67.'i 4.319 3.70 3.3 164 744 4.761 4.38 3.6 127 1.29 
6.6 l.'il.5 651 4.299 3.72 3.4 164 719 4.748 4.39 3.7 127 1.29 
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TABLE 2. Propagation Parameters, Toledo-Trinidad 

Rayleigh Waves 

f, 'I' 
' 

'21rk-1, CR, UR, k* 
' mc/s sec km km/sec km/sec km- 1 QR 

------------

8.0 125.0 586 4.250 3.70 4.5x10-r. 151 
8.8 113.6 477 4.196 3.72 4.7 158 
9.6 104.2 435 4.173 3.77 5.0 160 

10.4 96.2 401 4.167 3.82 5.6 152 
11.2 89.3 :n1 4.159 3.86 !i.3 145 
12.0 83.:~ ::47 4.167 :1.90 7.0 138 
12.8 78.1 326 4.169 3.98 7.5 134 
13.6 73.5 306 4.160 4.04 8.0 132 
14.4 69.4 290 4.170 4.08 8.5 130 
15.2 65.8 274 4.163 4.10 9.2 127 
16.0 62.5 260 4. Hm 4.09 10.0 123 
16.8 59.5 247 4.155 4.07 10.9 119 
17.6 .56.8 236 4.150 4.06 11.5 118 
18.4 54.3 225 4.145 4.05 12.0 119 
19.2 52.1 216 4.141 4.04 12.3 121 
20.0 50.0 207 4.136 4.04 12.4 125 

dimensionless measure of attcnuatiou, Q--i, is 
defined as the ratio of the energy dissipated per 
wavelength to the total energy carried, or 

2ka*/k" = 2a*/a (5) 
Q1i-l 2kfi*/kfi = 2{3*/{3 

In terms of 'J and the body wan~ V(•locit~· a' 
for the lossle;;:s ca~(~ 1 he <'omplcx propagation 

velocity n'. can be written n = a'(l - iQ.-1/2 
- Q.-•;4 · · ·) if 1.hcrc an• no singularitie,,; in 
k •. For Q. of 50, a low value for earth materials, 
the real part of the propaga.tion velocity is re
duced by only 0.1 % from the unattenuated 
value. This dispersion due to anelasti<'ity will lw 
ignored in the ensuing calculations. 

The body velocities ran also be written m 
terms of complex mod11li and a renl density, 

0'.
2 

= [K + (4/3)v]/p 

~
2 = vi P 

Therefore 

Q"'-1 [K* + (4/3)µ*]/[K + (4/3)µ] 

µ*/µ 

(6) 

(7) 

By requiring the density to be real we ignore 
the possibility of losses due to imperfect inertia 
[Anderson and Archambeau, 1964]. For an iso-

Love Waves 

27rk-1, CL1 UL, k* I 
km km/sec km/sec km-1 QL QR/Qr. 

586 4.690 4.35 5.8x10-• 109 1.38 
531 4.673 4.35 5.8 109 1.45 
486 4.662 4.35 6.1 114 1.40 
447 4.652 4.35 6.2 121 1.25 
414 4.640 4.35 6 ., 

.•.) 128 1.13 
386 4.627 4.35 6.7 12!) 1.07 
360 4.613 4.35 7.4 125 1.07 
338 4.603 4.34 8.8 112 1.18 
319 4.595 4.34 9.8 106 1.23 
302 4.588 4.33 10.9 101 1.26 
286 4.577 4.33 11.8 100 1.23 
271 4.558 4.32 12.3 100 1.19 
258 4.539 4.31 12.7 101 1.17 
246 4.522 4.29 13.0 103 1.15 
235 4.519 4.28 13.1 107 1.13 
225 4.498 4.27 13.2 111 1.13 

tropic material the ratio of the body wave 
quality factors can be written 

(8) 

In l!'igure 1 this ratio is plotted against the 
square of the ratio of the body velocities for 
several K* /11'!.· ratios. In general, losses in pure 

Fig. 1. Ratio of longitudinal to shear wave 
quality factors as a function of the square of the 
longitudinal to shear wave velocity ratio with com
plex compressibility as a parameter. 
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compn':;:,;ion are smaller t h:rn lossl'S in l'hear. 
The curve for JC" = 0 represent:,; an upper 
boun<l for Qa/Qµ for isotropic matcrialti. For ::t 

Poisson solid the longitudinal waw Q for K'·' = 
0 is 0/± the shear wave (!. For wloeities en
countered in the mantle, Qa range::< from :.Ul5 to 
2.60 times the shear w:t\·c Q,,. Kol'llth a111l 
Anderson ,[1%-1] gan~ e:otim;1tl's of Q,, of tiOO, 
200, and :2:200 re,;peC'tin·ly for the \\·hole mantle, 
the upper mantle, and the lomcr m;mtle from :m 
anaJysis of shear w:ffes reflected f.rom the core. 
The corresponding experiment cannot be per
formed for P waves, but the above :ippro;1ch 
permits us to estimate' C/a in tlw correspmHling 
regions as 1500, 500, and 5500. 

In a homogeneous half-space Love waves do 
not exist and Rayleigh 1v:ffe attenuation de
pends only on Poiss011's rntio, Qa, and Qµ. Press 
and Healy [Hl57] dNi1·ed an expres:<ion relating 
the absorption coeiticients of Hayleigh waws to 
those of ,-he:u :mrl <·ornpre.-<siontll wan·,;, whid1 
can he writtPn 

( O) 

where m i:.: a function on!~· of Poi::lson'::i ratio. 
Macdonald [Hl5DJ determined m for n, r:mge of 
Poisson's ratios. From his tables we haYe com
puted Q11/Q# versus Qa/Qfi with /3/a :is a p:rn1m-

1.05 

0.9 f 
11.15 
I 

0.65 

0 0.5 1.0 

Fig. 2. Rayleigh wa\·e quality !ador (,}11 for a 
homogeneous half-space as a ftinetion of the ratio 
of body wave velociti'e:3 and qualit.~· factors. The~ 
hatched region inrJml(>S all Va!l!E"S of (3/a me:mirrd 
in the mantle. 

e1N. Tlw rc.,:nlts arc giwn in Figure :2. The 
:ohaded region include:> all l)oisson's mtio,.: found 
in the mantle. The Q for Rayleigh vrnves for a 
homogrneous half-space is roughly :3 to 7% 
gn'ater than Q for shear waves for rPaf'onahle 
a,;;smnptions about the K""'/ µ·x· rntio. 

The above situatiorn; inYnh·e, to fir:<t order, 
JHmdi:>pN,.:iYe propagation. The tlwory of at
tenuation for dii<pN,.;ed wa\'es ha:; been treated 
hy Andason and Archa111bean [HlG-±]. For n, 

cli"'per,.:ecl wan· tr;1in 

() = ck/2l'k* (10) 

All tt•nn:.: in 1 hi,,: equation are, in gener;d, fre
qumwy dqwucknt. Tlw complex phase vt'loeity 
IS 

c = w/k = c - ic* ( 11) 

l'on:'idn a layt>rPd wn wguide <·ompo:,;cd of N 
elastic la~·ns of thiekness h,, eompressional 
YC'!oeit.y a,. ::-:lwnr wlocit.\· (3,. nml den.~ity p1• 

The disper:;ion rel:1 tiou 

c(w) = w/k = f(li 1 , a 1 , /3 1 , p1) (12) 

can be cleterminecl b~· :i variet)· of techniques. 
:'.\ow introduce clis,.;ipation by making the veloc
itie;; in each Jnypr complex, 

(13) 
a---+ a ia* 

Tlw wa\'c nmnher k of the dispNsed wa\'e be
comes complex and, for ~mall ;1ttPn11ation, 

k = k + ·ik* 

k + i[ £ (ak) {3,* + £ (~~) a1*] 
l"'l a{3 l / I aa l 

. (14) 
Therefore 

k* "" (f3 ak) -1 "" (a ak) -1 
L.., 2 a{3 /h1 + L.., 2 aa /2az 

(15) 

The() of a di,.;pc·rsed wave trawling on the sur· 
f:ice of an inhomogeneous hody may therefore 
bt> written 

-I [' (k*) Q =2-- -
c k w 

= rr l L: ({3, C!!..) Q{il -l 

C L k a{3l ap 
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(H\) 

Partial deriYatin~,.; rdnkcl to tho"c in ilw 
above equation haYe !wen com1nitl'd for sen·ral 
realistic cnrth modd,.: h~· A11t!crsun [l\Hi..J.a. bJ, 
Andersun 011d Arclia111l)('u11 [l!Hi..J.J, and Takt'
uchi et al. [1%..J.]. 

For the prc~cut probll'!l1 m' 11"'' partial dt·
rivatiYrs calrulakcl for a ( ;llll'llberg mode·] 

2 28
_
5 

RAYLEIGH WAVES 

(19) fJ0-1 
R 

00-1 
/1 

0.00 I '--'-L--L.J.L..L....LJIL...l...Lil..--....L...I........_, 

enrth by Take11thi el al. PDfi..J.] and the follow
ing equations: 

Qr,·-1 = 

The ;.:ub::;nipt l is the layer irnkx; the >'Ub

~('ript.~ R, L, a, m1cl (3 :1i'sociated with Q identify 
1 lH' \\':I\'\' t~·1w. Ot hn :<Ill J"eripts rdf'f to q11anti
til'~ heing hC'l<l co11;-:1;rn1. 

Tlll'.~e func·t ion:' are shown iu Figure. ;3 for the 

t---.... LOVE WAVES 
~ 
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J • 
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Fig. 3. DimPn~ionlr>Hs C\ll'\'l'i' i'howing the eff<•et of Q" :md Q,, on Q,, and Qp, for \'nrious 
layers in n Cut<'rtlwrg-1ypc contineut:d earth 111od1·l. St•t' ]Jomw11 cl ({/. [1960] for da,.:fil' 
parametf'l'~ of this modeL The cirelt:'d numbers on the cmTt:'." an· t lw lny1·r indit·t·~. TIH· dt'pt h 
and thirkness of enl'h layer arc giYt:'ll adj:wt:'nt to the c11r\'ci'. 
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• 
Model MMS 

1.6 

• 
• • 

1.2 

0.8 

0 100 200 
Period, sec. 

300 400 

Fig. 4. The ratio QR/QL for a constant Q Gutenberg-type continental earth model (curve 
1), the heterogeneous Q model MM8 for various Q./Qp ratios (curves 2, 3, and 4), and the 
ratio QR/Qp for a range of Q./Qp rntios for a homogeneous hnlf-sp:we (hntrhed r0gion). The 
data are from Tables 1 and 2. 

period range 20 to 300 sec. Each cun·e indicates 
the effect of anelastic dissipation in a layer on 
Rayleigh or Love wave amplitudes as a function 
of period. 

Love wave attenuation depends on the diR
tribution of /3, p, and Qp. If Q, is constant with 
period and depth, QL is frequency independent 
and equal to Qp. QR depends on the distribution 
of a, /3, p, Q., and Qp and is frequency depend
ent unless Q. = Qp = constant, in which case 
QR = Qp for all periods. These conclusions fol
low from the properties of the partial clrriva
tives in (17). 

In Figure 4 (curve 1) we show the variation 
of QR/QL versus period for a Gutenberg-type 
earth model in which Q. and Qp are constant 
with depth and Q. is equal to (9/4) Qp. For this 
case QB is roughly 10 to 16% greater than Q,, 
and exhibits a. mild frequency dependence. 

Models for Q. A satisfactory Q distribution 
for the earth must explain the observed fre
quency dependence of both Love and Rayleigh 
waves and be consistent with body wave :md 
laboratory re::mlts. The latter contraints arc 
mild because of the paucity of data. 

We have designed several Q models for the 
upper part of the earth, taking as starting 
values the Q structure proposed by Anderson 
and Archambeau [1964] and as a constraint the 
crustal Q,q of 450 determined by Press [1904]. 

We further a~;-;1mw i:::otrupy of (); i.e., Qµ for 
Love waves is the same as Qp for Rayleigh waves. 
For the models considered we assume that the 
intrinsic Q at a. given depth is independent of 
frequency. ;'ione of tllPse constraints and as
sumptions arc necessary for the solution of the 
problem, but they are reasonable and we have 
been able to find satisfactory models without 
violating these basic guidelines. The most severe 
limitation of om present analysis is the lack of 
shorter-period data which would allow ns to 
make an independent cletNrnination of the 
crustal Q. 

Table 1 give,.; the paramet.ers of a model 
which we have designated MM8. The results of 
QR and QL versus period are plotted in Figure 5 
for various assumptions concerning the Q./Qp 
ratio. The curve labeled Q. = 2.25Qp is an 
upper bound for Rayleigh waves for an isotropic 
Pois:-:ion solid. We consider the fit of this curve 
to the experimental data to he sati:;factory. 
Tims the assumption that K·X· = 0, i.P. no losses 
in pure compression, seems to be a good one, 
although experimental error will allow values as 
high as K'I.· = µ.*/2. We do not consider the 
data good enough to permit us to determine 
the attenuation of longitudinal waves directly, 
but we can safely say that 2.5Qp > Q. > 1.8Qp 
for the elastic and Qp model chosen. This seems 
to rule out major nonadiahatie or thermal con-
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Q Q Model MM8 

220 

180 

140 

100 
\ x e x ex 

xx:x e e 
___ _J__ ___ --'---·---'------'------'---

0 50 100 150 
Period, sec. 

200 250 300 

Fig. 5. Altenuation data from this study for Love (X) and Rayleigh (.) waves. The circled 
data are from Savarensky el al. [1961], Ewing and Press [1954], Bath and Lnpf'z Arroyo 
[1962], and Sato [Hl.58]. The f'un·e~ nrc: theoretical results for model MM8. 

ductio11 losses. The Qa/Q,, or Q8 /Q 1, ratio is of 
great importance in isolating the loss mechanism. 

The Qn/QL ratio, both experimental and theo
retical, is plotted in Figure 4. Again we have 
the strong suggestion tha.t K'r. = 0 in the earth, 
but more data of this t~·1w arc definitely re
quired to m:lkc a lwt1er dt•tNmi11ation of Kif 

or Qa. 
Shortn-period data, bet ween 10 and 40 sec, 

are required in order to determine the depth of 
the rapid decrease in Q that seems to take place 
in the lower crust or upper mantle. It would be 
very interesting to see if this Q discontinuity is 
near the depth of the Mohorovicic (11..J) discon
tinuity or appreciably deeper. The upper-mantle 
Q discontinuit:v is more closely related to ques
tions of isostasy, mountain building, continental 

TABLE 3. Model MM8 

D, 
km Q/l Qa 

------------

:IS 450 1012.5 
22 (j() 135.0 
10 80 180.0 
5.5 100 225.0 

375 150 337.5 
100 180 405.0 
100 250 562 . .5 
100 450 1012.5 
100 500 1125.0 
100 600 1350.0 

------·· 

drift, and phase diauge::> than i::> the M <liscou
tinuity itself. We hope to answer this question 
in the near future. 

Our present data are most sensitive to param
rters in the upper 400 km of the mantle, al
though we have taken our models deeper. The 
Qp varies from about 60 beneath the 'crust' to 
about 150 at 400 km. The corresponding Q. 
variation, with a large uncertainty, would be 
from about 135 to 340. Although our uncer
tainty in Q brlow 400 km is great, model MM8 
givei; an average Qp of 144 for the upper 600 
km. This can be compared with the estimates of 
185, 151, and 200 given by Anderson and Kovach 
[1964] and Kovach and Anderson [1964]. 

Fedotov [1963] evaluated the absorption co
efficient of 0.2- to 0.5-cps shear waves in the 
earth's crust and upper mantle in the vicinity 

Q 
d(l\m) 

22 
10 
55 

375 
100 
100 

100 I·---.. ....L .. 
50 

Op 
450 

60 
80. 

100 
150 
180 

250 

100 

a, 
10!2.5 
I 35,0 
180.0 
225 0 
3.37.5 
405 0 

562 5 

_L._ .. 
150 

Period, sec 

I 
·-.L. 
200 

_L.. ... -~ 
250 

Fig. 6. The effect of crustal thickness on Q of 
Low• and Ra~·leigh waYe>:. 
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of the f:outhcrn Knrilc Isbnds. From his v:1 lues 
for Kx- and f3 we find values for Q of ronghly 
400 ± 200 for the crust, SO ± 30 at 'iO km, and 
130 ± 60 at 120 km. :.\Ioclel :.\I:.\1S h:-ts vahws of 
Qp of 450, 80 to 100, and 100 to 150 in i he cor
responding regions. The large imccrt:-tintirs a;:

signed to Fedotm·'s YaluPs arc due prirn:iril~- to 
uncert:-tinties in period. 

The effect of a chmige in eru"bl thirli:rn•:::;; i;; 
shown in Figure 6, where model :.\DIS, which 
has a 38-km high Q crust, is comfm·ed with a 
model that is identical in :ill n·~Jl('Ci<' l'XCl')lt 

that the high Q crust i::l incw:i,.:r'<l to 50 km, tlw 
M discontinuity renwining at 38 km. In both 
cases there is a crossover of Q 11 with Q ,, :-t t the 
shorter periods. The crossover takes pince at 43 
sec for the thinner crust and nt 60 sec for the 
50-km thick Q crust. A r:-tpid incrc:ise in Q,, oc
curs nt a slightly grc'atn prrio<l and in Qn :1t a 
slightly shorter period th:m the eros;;oYer p<'riod. 
The loc:ition of the erol'son•r, or of the rnpid 
increase in Q if only Qr. or ()" i,; nw:-t:mre<l, i;; 
diagnostic of the dqith of the Q di;;eontinuity. 
The effects of senttering at the shorter periods 
and of the core at longer periods will he con
sidered in a separ:ite paper. ·with onr present 
resolution, they do not nffert data in the period 
range ronsidered. 
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